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Abstract. This paper presents a critique of the current status of the trust hierarchy found among SMTP based email systems. We evaluate current trends and present real evidence that the prevalence of ad-hoc initiatives for trust classification is a potential risk in itself. In that sense, we describe a vulnerability found in Google’s free email service (Gmail) that allows an attacker to exploit the current trust hierarchy that exists between email providers in order to assemble powerful spam/phishing attacks. We demonstrate this vulnerability by crafting a proof of concept attack software that is able to send whitelisted open relayed unlimited spam and phishing messages through Google’s email servers, thus giving concrete evidence of the presented threat.

1. Introduction

Email fraud (e.g. spam, phishing) is an increasingly striking problem. Not only it amounts for extreme annoyance to users and system administrators, it also represents serious economic and safety concerns. According to recent statistics [CTC2007] 95% of all electronic mail messages throughout the internet are spam with approximately 8% of these messages being associated to phishing.

One of the early measures that were adopted in the fight against unwanted email messages was the better handling of the way email messages were relayed within the internet SMTP based email infrastructure. Network administrators started blocking access to their otherwise public accessible SMTP relay servers and IP address blacklists were assembled [STR2005]. These protocol level protections were complemented with techniques that would try to classify messages regarding their spam status after delivery based on heuristics that analyze the full contents of the messages [GOO2007]. Protection against spam has since then been divided into two categories: protocol based techniques that try to block messages at the border level before delivery is complete, and techniques that try to classify messages based on an in-depth analysis of their full contents after delivery [COO2006]. Though border level approaches do not solve all the issues related to spam, these measures significantly diminish the computational cost of spam filtering by blocking obvious sources of spam (e.g. through blacklists). Without border level approaches, every single email message would be required to pass through an in-depth scan to assess its spam and phishing status in order to properly filter unwanted junk. This way, the reliance on border level approaches, especially in the form
of blacklists and whitelists has been independently adopted by most email providers as a way of cutting down on spam filtering performance bottlenecks. Nevertheless, this ad-hoc trend has created a trust hierarchy among email providers that obeys no specific pattern and might be based on nothing more than mere convenience. This trend might constitute a dormant danger to the very email system it tries to protect. For instance, by compromising just one of the trusted nodes in the hierarchy, and attacker could be able to efficiently subvert the entire security premise thus forcing all other email providers into either dropping the blacklist/whitelist based security premises (and potentially overload their inner spam filters with an unmanageable number messages) or having to bear with attackers until the point of failure is fixed. Given the heterogeneous and widespread nature of the SMTP based email infrastructure that makes it naturally prone to security vulnerabilities and the absurd and increasing number of spam messages, neither of the solutions seems to be acceptable.

This paper intends to contribute to the awareness about the problem of the existing trust hierarchy found among email systems by discussing the security premise and showing the factuality of a concrete threat. As evidence this paper presents a vulnerability in Gmail (Google’s free email service) that allows an attacker to abuse Google’s SMTP servers in order to send an unlimited number of spam/spoofed email messages. The trust level Google’s SMTP servers have within the Internet SMTP based email system trust hierarchy generally grants its messages special treatment, what contributes to make an attack based on this vulnerability even more efficient. This way, attacks that exploit this vulnerability are likely to bypass spam filters, effectively subverting the trust hierarchy among email providers.

The vulnerability described above is related to the possibility of abusing Gmail’s message forwarding functionality. This is possible because no restriction or verification is imposed during the setup process of this option. We were able to confirm that this vulnerability is indeed exploitable by assembling a proof of concept (PoC) attack that allowed us to use one single Gmail account to send bulk messages to more than 4000 different email targets (surpassing Gmail’s 500 messages limit for bulk messages). Although we have limited the number of messages to a little over 4000, no countermeasures took place that would have prevented us from sending more messages, and for that matter sending an unlimited number of messages. Additionally, this vulnerability allows attackers to forge any of the message body fields (including sender’s identity and time/date information) which are not inspected nor modified by Google’s servers in any way. Furthermore, we were able to use this vulnerability to forward messages that originally were classified as spam directly to a victim’s inbox effectively bypassing filters. Since attack messages are carried by Google’s own SMTP servers, the blacklist/whitelist based trust hierarchy that exists between Google’s and other Third Parties’ email servers is compromised, effectively converting Google’s servers into the perfect spam/phishing aid.

This document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a background discussion regarding current trends in spam filtering. Section 3 specifies the main problem we are discussing. Section 4 details the vulnerability that has been found in Gmail that serves as concrete evidence to our claims. Section 5 shows our experimental findings in assessing the presented vulnerability. Section 6 discusses potential solutions
to the presented vulnerability and shows how this vulnerability might an indication of a larger problem. Finally, we draw some conclusions in section 6.

2. Background

In this section we discuss the current state of art regarding protection against unwanted messages through an overview of some of the major techniques. We arrange these techniques in two basic groups by coining the terms ‘border level filters’ and ‘deep inspection filters.’ The first term describes the group of techniques that take place at message delivery time, where the second describes techniques that take place after the message is delivered. Although our work concentrates on the former, the interaction between those two groups is paramount to our argument.

2.1 Border Level Filtering

We classify as a ‘border level filter’ any technique that has low computational cost as to be used during message delivery negotiation. The main purpose of such filters should be identifying all obvious spam messages via protocol level analysis. Border level filters should block or flag messages before they enter the target system as to alleviate and/or complement the work of subsequent filters.

2.1.1 Source authentication

SMTP makes it trivial to spoof (i.e. forge fraudulently) most data fields in an email message, including sender identity and source domain. Spam messages usually take advantage of this fact to conceal the true identities of perpetrators. Verifying if sender identity information was spoofed in an email message is therefore one important step in blocking unwanted messages.

Among the techniques that try to solve the issue of correct sender identification, only the Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [WON2006] can be considered a border level filter. SPF makes use of the DNS system in order to publish DNS records containing lists of IP addresses of the servers that are authorized to send email in behalf of a particular domain. Through a simple DNS look-up, Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) servers are able to determine whether a message was delivery by an authorized server. This technique generalizes the sender verification to the domain level. Although the SPF control can filter out many spoofed messages, it is still possible to spoof senders from the same domain. For instance, if the IP address 10.1.1.1 is authorized to deliver mail for the domain ‘example.com’, there will be no difference in the SPF check if the mail is said to be from legitimate@example.com or attacker@example.com.

2.1.2 Blacklists

Also known as real-time blackhole lists (RBL) and domain name system black lists (DNSBL) [JUN2004], this technique is structured in the form of individual databases of IP addresses of known and/or suspected spam offenders. Through simple DNS lookups, MTA servers are able to assess if an IP address is listed in one of the various databases.

Blacklists databases are maintained in an ad-hoc fashion by different corporations that have no common policy on how to list or de-list IP addresses. Lists might be focused on including RFC non-compliant servers, open SMTP relays, open
proxies (e.g. http proxies, SOCKS), IP addresses that actually have been found as source in spam messages, and even temporary IP addresses usually assigned to broad-band and dial-up internet users (as those addresses are typically not a source of legitimate messages). Additionally, some list managers might have a more aggressive approach when listing IP addresses, possibly increasing the likelihood of false positives [COO2006].

2.1.3 Whitelists
Whitelists are the lists of domains that are given ‘carte blanche’ to bypass spam filters. Whitelists are usually managed by the local domain (as opposed to a shared database as it happen for blacklists). Entries in whitelists are usually motivated either by performance reasons, where high volume ‘trusted’ email servers receive special treatment as to cut down on performance bottlenecks caused by spam filters, or by financial incentive where some companies literally buy their way around spam filters [HAN2006][DYS2006]. A variation of the whitelist concept is the challenge response system [PFL2005], where a verification challenge is performed to the first of a series of messages. After the challenge comes out positive proving that the message comes from a legitimate source (i.e. not a spammer), subsequent messages that exhibits the same characteristics as the first one will bypass filters.

Blacklists together with whitelists are the main border level filters used by most email systems in the Internet.

2.2 Deep Inspection Filtering
Deep inspection filters comprise the techniques that analyze the inner contents of the message body in order to assess its status as a spam message. Since they are usually more computationally intensive, deep inspection filters work after messages are delivered and queued. Deep inspection filters’ main concern should be accuracy in order to avoid false positives.

The main deep inspection filter technique used by email system throughout the Internet is Bayesian Filtering [PAN1998][SAH1998]. Bayesian (or statistical) filters analyze words inside the message body and calculate a probability of the message being spam. This is done by accounting both words that contribute for the likelihood of being spam as well as words that would indicate the message is not spam. By a composition of the contribution of both types of words a general grade of spam classification is assigned. One of the main drawbacks of deep inspection filters is the computational impact it imposes and the fact that the contents of a message might be especially obfuscated in order to avoid filters. Spammers might use images, garbled text, word distributions containing legitimate text, all in attempt to conceal the actual contents of the message from filters. Nevertheless, this constitutes a cat and mouse chase between spammers and security researchers, where deep inspection filters unavoidably become increasingly computational intensive.

3. Problem Definition
The evolving complexity of deep inspection filters has made room for an increasing dependence on border level filters. If every email message were to be scanned by deep
inspection filters, email systems would eventually overload their capacities and potentially become easy targets for denial of service attacks (DoS). This way, border filters are of utmost importance. Since the main type of border level filter currently used is based on the blacklist/whitelist paradigm, this technique ultimately creates a hierarchy of trust among email systems, where email coming from good sources is able to reach inboxes bypassing most of the filtering process, and messages from bad or suspicious sources are queued to be verified by deep inspection filters.

The problem with this trust hierarchy is that the lists that are the basis for the trust relationship have no standardization and are almost completely organized in an ad-hoc fashion. For instance, the mere fact that a server was assigned an IP address that once belonged to a dial-up internet user might completely block this server from being able to act as a legitimate email server. Nevertheless, this is not the biggest concern. Although the DoS risk created by blacklists that blocks legitimate parties as the previous example is certainly a problem, the risk of completely bypassing spam filters of systems that rely on blacklists/whitelists is an actual threat. By compromising just one trusted node within the hierarchy, the entire security premise falls apart. For instance, Google’s email servers send email in behalf of millions of users worldwide. This fact alone makes many email providers fearful of directing messages coming from Google’s servers to deep inspection filters. Additionally, Google has made a success campaign advertising its spam filters [MIN2006][JAC2007], creating a general sense of trust with regards to messages that come from Google’s servers. This trust ultimately became a dependency, as email systems that usually do not filter messages from Google’s servers would have to deal with a potentially unbearable load if they were to start applying deep inspection filters to all Google originated messages.

As we will see further in this paper, not even Google is immune to vulnerabilities and the reliance on the current blacklist/whitelist based trust hierarchy might cost many email systems a lot of trouble.

4. Proving the point

The problem with trust hierarchy is an old and already well know problem [LEV1996][BLZ1999]. However, there is always some that believe that they can minimize known security problems and implement ad-hoc solutions that are based either on security by obscurity or on the ignorance of the complexity of the problem. As already discussed, deep inspection filtering would be too costly to be performed in every email message and therefore whitelists/blacklists are widely in use. Whitelists are a clear example of trust hierarchy and in the experiments performed we were able to demonstrate that abusing a widely used email service (Gmail) that has been whitelisted by many other email services we can:

a) Validate any e-mail as if it were being sent from Gmail and thus receiving all benefits of whitelists;

b) Use Gmail as an open relay, thus being able to spoof email fields, while still keeping the whitelist benefits (or at least not being blacklisted);
c) Have unlimited access to a massive distributed SMTP relay infrastructure by effectively circumventing Gmail’s policy limitation on the number of messages one account is allowed to send.

The vulnerability we present is related to the possibility of abusing the message forwarding option in Gmail accounts which is facilitated by Gmail’s reliance on user input to influence its spam filters. In order to properly describe the problem, we will first review parts of Gmail’s structure that are related to the issue to later expose the complete vulnerability.

4.1. Message Forwarding

Gmail’s message forwarding option enables a regular Gmail user to have her email messages forwarded to a different email account. It is important to notice that the receiving account can belong to any email system and not necessarily Gmail’s. Gmail’s email forwarding can be set up either by activating the global forwarding option or by creating a filtering rule that forwards all messages to a different email address. Figure 1 shows Gmail’s configuration interface for its email forwarding option.

It is up to the Gmail user to make sure the email address used in the forwarding configuration actually belongs to her since Gmail will not ask for any proof of ownership. The only verification performed by Gmail concerns the format of the address that must comply with the general guidelines for email addresses.

After message forwarding is enabled and configured, the general behavior of this option is to forward messages that are not marked as spam to the email destination chosen by the user. The underlying technical setup that occurs when an e-mail is sent to a forward-enabled Gmail account happens as follows:
1) The message is delivered to one of Google’s incoming Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) servers.

2) Google’s incoming MTA server will route the message to the intended user account. If the message is addressed to an email account that does not belong to Gmail or to a company hosted by Google, a 500 error message will be displayed and the process is aborted. The abortion is done to avoid the use of Google’s MTA servers as SMTP relays by unauthorized external parties.

3) After reaching the Gmail user account, the message is classified to be forwarded (i.e. matching filtering rule and/or not spam)

4) Extra headers are added to the message body to account for the forwarding process.

5) One of Google’s outgoing MTA servers establishes an SMTP connection to the forwarding target’s input MTA server.

6) Google’s outgoing MTA server will set the return path (‘Mail From:’ SMTP command) to an address that belongs to Gmail’s domain. This address is structured in the form ‘GMAILUSER+caf_=TARGETUSER=TARGETDOMAIN@gmail.com’, where GMAILUSER is the Gmail account’s user name, TARGETUSER is the target’s email domain user name, and TARGETDOMAIN is the domain name (e.g. example.com) of the forwarding target. Considering the Gmail account attacker@gmail.com and the forwarding target target@example.com, the address would be ‘attacker+caf_=target@example.com@gmail.com’.

7) Google’s outgoing MTA server will issue a “RCPT TO:” command containing the target’s email address as argument.

8) Google’s outgoing MTA server will issue a “DATA” command after which it will send the original message body almost intact except for the extra headers added in step 3.

9) The SMTP connection between Google’s outgoing MTA server and the target’s incoming MTA server is terminated and the message is queued for delivery on the target’s system.

4.2. Spam Message Whitelisting

An interesting feature found in Gmail is the ability users have to fine tune their spam filtering settings by whitelisting messages that were classified as spam. The whitelisting is done by displaying the message that was classified as spam and clicking the ‘Not Spam’ button. After that, the message will be moved to the inbox. In addition to the original message, Gmail will whitelist any message that follows the same patterns by which the whitelisted message was masked as spam. The consequence of the whitelisting is that if the same message is to be sent again, using the same server, it will no longer be classified as spam. The ability to whitelist (mark as ‘not spam’) and to blacklist (‘mark as spam’) messages for individual accounts is one of the strongest supporting mechanisms of Gmail’s spam filters, since they rely on a collaborative approach that samples the input from all users on blacklisting and whitelisting to correctly identify spam messages [GMA2008].
4.3. The Vulnerability

The vulnerability is exploitable due to three features that in an isolated manner can be thought as inoffensive. That proves another well known point that the combination of otherwise inoffensive features can result in an exploitable feature. Systems, particularly complex ones, have to be well analyzed in their totality so security vulnerabilities can be identified. The three features are:

a) No proof of ownership of the email address that is used as target for the message forwarding option in Gmail accounts is required. A Gmail user can easily setup her account to forward messages to any email address in the Internet, since no verification of ownership is done.

b) No limit is imposed on the number of times a Gmail user can change the email address used as target in the message forwarding configuration.

c) Gmail users can whitelist a spam message.

These functionalities just mentioned can be abused by a malicious user and together can be used to assemble a powerful spam attack. The attack can be performed as to be used by spammers in the following fashion:

1) Whitelist the attack message. Since the attack message will probably originate from a blacklisted IP address and might contain other indicators that will make Gmail flag it as spam, the message needs to first be whitelisted (i.e. marked as ‘not spam’) before it can be forwarded.

2) Change the email address destination in the message forwarding option.

3) Deliver the attack message addressed to the compromised Gmail account using one of Google’s MTA servers.

4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for every email address in the list of addresses to be spammed effectively sending the attack message to all addresses.

Gmail will deliver the message to the attack targets without modifying any of the message body fields, including sender’s identity. This is done so because the attack message is originally disguised as a message that is legitimately destined to the compromised Gmail account. Since these messages are normally expected to come from a different domain and the forwarding process inevitably keeps forwarded messages intact as to be faithful to the original delivery, the attack message will be forwarded to each of the victims preserving the same contents it was originally sent, including spoofed sender’s identity. Since attack messages can be performed at the attacker’s will and can be forwarded any number of times, this vulnerability is both a spam and a phishing threat concern.

5. Proof of Concept Experiments

To seek proof that the vulnerability described here is indeed exploitable, we have designed a set of experiments that finally led us to the observation that Gmail can be effectively abused by a malicious user almost in the same fashion open relay SMTP servers can be abused.
5.1. Assessing Gmail’s Protections against Bulk Messages
Initially, we decided to assess the workings of Gmail’s protections against bulk messages related abuse. The first thing we decided to evaluate was the limit of messages Gmail actually would allow one to send in one day using its system the regular way. To test this feature, we have sent messages via the Web Interface and via the authenticated SMTP interface until we have reached a point where Gmail started blocking out attempts to send more messages. The experiment consisted of sending the same message several times to different email addresses via SMTP and Web. Gmail has effectively locked our test accounts and prevented us from sending any more messages using the regular interfaces (i.e. SMTP, Web) as soon as we reached the 500 limit. In a related experiment we tried to use the SMTP interface to send a message with spoofed sender information. Even though the message was properly delivered, Gmail had rewritten the sender identity information to reflect that of the account’s owner, thus effectively preventing us from spoofing sender identity using Gmail’s regular interfaces.

5.2. Assessing Gmail’s behavior against the described attack
The first test we performed to evaluate Gmail’s reaction to the described attack was to send isolated messages with spoofed (i.e. fraudulent) fields. Particularly we have forged sender identity information and date/time fields. This experiment revealed that indeed Gmail had no protections in place to prevent defrauding the SMTP protocol in this manner.

After we already had been able to effectively send a spoofed message, we needed confirmation to if an attack could be crafted to send a large number of messages. This way, we assembled a program that reads a list of email addresses from a file and sends a forged message to the entire list using the described attack method.

By using a broadband Internet connection and one Gmail account, we were able to use our program to send a bulk message to more than 4,000 email targets (in a domain under our administration) in approximately 6 hours. No measures took place that would have prevented us from keeping sending more messages. Even though the average of 11 messages per minute seems low, it is important to notice that our demonstration exploited only one Gmail account. By exploiting a larger number of accounts the attack could improve its message rate significantly. For instance, by deploying this attack with 100 Gmail accounts simultaneously the message rate would exceed 1,000 messages per minute. This fact shows that by compromising a relatively small number of Gmail accounts it is possible to assemble an attack that would have results similar to those of a botnet based spam, but without the need for thousands of zombie computers.

5.3. Assessing the Trust Relationship between Gmail and other systems
The third part of our experiment was designed to assess the trust relationship between Gmail and other third parties’ email providers. This way, we have opened test accounts in two of the other major free email providers: Yahoo and Hotmail. The experiment consisted of sending forged messages from blacklisted IP addresses (our computers) directly to Hotmail's and Yahoo's MTA servers directly and sending the same messages using our proof of concept (PoC) program (i.e. though Gmail's servers). We were able to
confirm that indeed messages sent through Gmail’s infrastructure had special treatment by Hotmail and Yahoo.

Some messages would not even reach the spam box when sent directly, while when relaying the same messages through Google’s servers by using our program the messages were promptly delivered directly in the inbox. We conjecture that this behavior was facilitated by the fact that Gmail changes the return-path email address of forwarded messages to an address belonging to its own domain (as explained in section 4.1). This will result in an SPF successful check, since the message is delivered by one of Google’s server. This can be observed in figure 2 that shows the contents of one of the messages we have forwarded through Google’s system during our experiments.

The observed behavior for the SPF filter is actually the recommended behavior of RFC4408 [WON2006] for message forwarding which states that in order to avoid failed SPF checks, domains should replace the return-path of forwarded messages by an address belonging to the local domain. Additionally, RFC4408 also states that the “SPF authorization check is a check between border MTAs of different domains”, what makes Yahoo and Hotmail potentially ignore SPF headers with non-successful and/or failed results from previous SPF checks inside the message body.

5.4. Assessing the limit on message forwarding setup changes

The way Gmail handles its message forwarding configuration is the main part of the vulnerability we are presenting and the core part of a possible attack. This way, we
decided to verify if there was any limit imposed by Gmail on the number of times we would be able to change the email address destination for Gmail’s message forwarding option. The experiment consisted of a procedure that changes the message forwarding address destination to a randomly generated email address and a second procedure that verifies if the change is successful.

In our experiment we were able to successfully change the email address destination in Gmail’s message forwarding option over 10,000 times in a single run. No countermeasures were taken by Google’s systems that would have prevented us from keeping changing addresses.

6. Remarks

6.1. Gmail’s Vulnerability Mitigation

The vulnerability in Gmail can be easily mitigated by Google by just requiring proof of ownership of the email target during the setup process of message forwarding.

It is important to notice that although one could propose a solution of limiting the number of changes on the forwarding address, this solution would be incomplete. Solutions that simply limit the number of times a user can change the email destination in Gmail’s message forwarding configuration will only avoid the problem of sending messages in bulk while doing nothing to prevent attacks that spoof message body fields (e.g. phishing). Nevertheless, any solution that might require limiting the daily number of forwarded messages would be inappropriate since this approach would unavoidably impair the legitimate use of Gmail’s message forwarding feature.

Third party email providers might mitigate the presented vulnerability before Google provides a solution by flagging messages from Google’s Servers containing email forwarding message body fields (e.g. “X-Forwarded-For:”, “X-Forwarded-To:”). These fields indicate that a message was delivered by Google’s servers as a result of a forwarding procedure, and since any of such messages are potentially part of an attack, messages containing these fields should be always queued for further verification until Google provides a definite solution.

6.2. The Trust Hierarchy Problem

Although the mitigation of Gmail’s vulnerability presented here is relatively straightforward, the underlying risk of abuse of the current trust hierarchy among email systems has no trivial solution.

Our reliance on a disorganized trust hierarchy system in the form of blacklists/whitelists as the main form of border level filtering makes our email systems particularly vulnerable to attacks similar to the one we have presented. Many email providers have come to realize that their trust on Google’s system is not a reflex of security guarantees, but merely a way of conveniently reduce performance bottlenecks by having Gmail originated messages out of the picture. Nevertheless, we cannot simply dismiss border level filters entirely, since we need the performance improvements this type of filter brings but our reliance on blacklists/whitelists needs immediate redesign. This issue becomes even more alarming when we take into account the fact that even
many aggressive blacklist operators will refuse to add Google’s servers to their lists as we have been able to witness. After all, who would be crazy enough to block Gmail?

7. Conclusion

We have presented a critique of the current trust hierarchy that exists among SMTP based email systems by providing concrete evidence that the widespread ad-hoc based backlist/whitelist model should be replaced or at least improved. In this regard, we have presented a vulnerability that has been found in Google’s Gmail that allows attackers to easily subvert the current trust hierarchy of the Internet SMTP based email system to send malicious bulk messages more efficiently. This way, we have showed that the current trust model found among SMTP based email systems is vulnerable to the point of acting as a catalyst to the very attacks it was originally designed to prevent.
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